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The last update of correspondence acquisitions, which 
concerned published correspondence only, appeared in Russell, n.s. 
11 (1990): 204-08. The last general update of correspondence 
was in Russell, n.s. 11 (1990): 91-7.

There are 30 entries in this listing, covering approximately 170 
letters and telegrams. Some of the items have been received from a 
total of three other institutions, to whom we are very grateful. The 
latest acquisition reported is number 1,168, which arrived on 27 July 
1992. The following abbreviations should be noted: L(s). or l(s). = letter(s); P(s). or p(s). = photocopy(ies); p.c(s). = post card(s).


Nabokov, Nicolas See Congress for Cultural Freedom.


Ozmon, Howard 2 ls. from BR, 1964-
65. Re dismissal of Ozmon from Paterson State College. Ps., courtesy of Ozmon. Note: there are also photocopies of these letters in RA2 720. Rec. Acq. 1,158.


Popper, Karl 11 Is. from BR, 1946–60, and 7 Is. to BR, 1946–60. Re meetings, reviews, Oxford philosophy, and their writings. These Is. are in addition to copies of 2 Is. Popper gave the Archives several years ago. Ps., courtesy of I. Grattan-Guinness from copies held by Popper; originals are at the Hoover Institution, which supplied better copies of some of the letters. Rec. Acq. 896.

Rabinowich, Eugene See Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.

Russell, Alys See Smith, Hannah Whitall.

Russell, Edith See under Unwin, Stanley.


Unwin, Stanley 80 Is. from BR, 1915–68. Eighteen of the letters are entirely new. A further 22 letters were previously only available in typed copy form. Also 5 Is. from Edith Russell to Unwin, 1956–68, 1. to and 1. from Mary Unwin, 1970, and a ts. carbon 1. from Unwin to BR, 21 April 1964. Purchase. Rec. Acq. 1,163.


Women's Intl. League for Peace and Freedom See Coppock, Barbara M.